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Ange1a Emanue1 (ed.), A Bright Remembrance. The Diaries of ]ulia Cartwright.
Weidenfe1d & Nicolson, London 1989. £16.95.
Alicia Craig Faxon, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Phaidon, Oxford, 1989. £65.00.
Jan Marsh and Pame1a Gerrish Nunn, Women Artists and the Pre-Raphaelite
Movement. Virago, London, 1989. £15.95.'
Jan Marsh, The Legend of Elizabeth Siddal. Quartet, London, 1989. £ 15.00.
One of the most important developments in Western culture in the last twenty years
has been the intense re-examination by women of the lives they lead and the roles
they play. With this has gone an equally intense exploration of the historical situation
of women, particularly women of the nineteenth century, when so many of the
institutions and forms of thought which structure our own lives were formed. This
has led to an explosion of publications dealing with women's lives and lived
experience, their works and the conditions under which they worked. Historians
have also explored the way women are represented in literature, art and history, all
of which contribute to the creation of a sense of a female identity, with which living
individuals engage and must still engage. The four books reviewed here are part of
that movement.
The daily diary is a privileged source of information about an individual's lived
experience. Before her tragically premature death, Ange1a Emanuel distilled the fiftyone volumes of Julia Cartwright's diary into a single book, aiming to give a balanced
picture of all the facets of her subject's life. Comfortably middle class and happily
married, Julia Cartwright (1851 - 1924) was a writer, mainly on contemporary art
and on the Renaissance, particularly the women of the Renaissance. She was a
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thorough professional, the sort of person who never keeps an editor waiting. Her
history demonstrates how independent careers began to open to women at the end
of the nineteenth century. One of Julia Cartwright's motivations was to finance the
academic education of her daughter Cecily. She was a passionate advocate of women's
education and felt that she had been handicapped by its non-availability in her youth.
Cecily gained a First in History at St Hugh's College, Oxford and became Reader in
Renaissance History at Oxford University, but the precise shade of Julia's feminism
is indicated in her entry for 2 July 1910, when she heard that Gerard, Lord Monkwell's
son, whom she had hoped for her daughter, was to marry another woman. Cecily
said that she would be "still more wedded to St Hugh's" whereas Julia declared "my
dream of five years melts suddenly away and all my best and brightest hopes. "(p.303)
Julia Cartwright was uninterested in exploring her reactions to what was disturbing
in the world or in her own personality. Her resolute determination to see, hear and
speak no evil is certainly morally commendable, but it is not the sruff of great diaries.
When she records with regret Violet Dickinson's view of "her painter", Burne-Jones,
as "a man who talked rubbish to fair ladies and devotes himself to them by the hour"
(p.193), the waspish perception of the gossip comes like a breath of air. Julia heroises
her artist friends. "What a day - my first cup of tea at Burne-Jones, my second at
Watts!!"(p.185) is typical. The diaries are therefore more imporrant as a record of
events than of a sensibility. Apan from their account of her own career, they also
contain valuable records of the opinions of her eminent friends, including Watts,
Burne-Jones and Bernard Berenson. It is therefore a shame that constraints of space
have forced Angela Emanue! to editorial decisions such as the following. On 22
November 1898, Julia Carrwright made her first visit to the Grange after the death
of Burne-Jones. Lady Burne-Jones kissed her "affectionately and began to talk
freely... "(p.235) at which a footnote follows "seven pages follow in the diary of this
conversation...
Everything about Alicia Craig Faxon's book on Rossetti is disconcertingly larger than
life: the lavish and generally wonderful colour plates, the typeface, the format (at 13
inches high, too big for most bookshelves) and, one must add, the price. Put it on four
legs and it could almost be a coffee table! Some, but not all, of my preconceptions
about this type of book were dispelled when I actually read it. It is a serious and
accessible study of Rossetti as an artist and fills the huge need for a well-illustrated
monograph on his artistic development. Virginia Surrees' book (1971) was a catalogue
raisonne rather than a narrative account, and John Nicoll's study (1975) has long been
out of print. Faxon's book originates in America and Phaidon is its British publisher.
It is a shame that they could not have adapted it to the slightly less luxurious format
used for their successful books by Chrisropher Newall on Victorian watercolours or
Anthony Hobson on J W Waterhouse, which retail at about half the price of this. It
could have been an immensely popular book, but sixty-five pounds puts it out of the
price range of most book-buyers.
Rossetti's art could be encapsulated in the tide of this review, 'Images of Women', as
Faxon recognises in the first paragraph of her text: "a distinctive type of Pre-Raphaelite
woman emerged from his paintings and established a new female ideal." (p.t7) It is
also confirmed in the glamorous colour-plates. Yet the body of the text is strangely
bare of analysis of this new female type, especially in view of the fact that Rossettj's
artistic importance lies in its creation. We are given little sense of the milieu in which
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it emerged around 1860, nor of the connotations that its elements had for Rossetti's
contemporaries: elements such as exotic accessories, untamed flowing hair and strong
faces with full lips. The first "Rossetti woman" was Elizabeth Siddal. Jan Marsh has
dealt with the mythologisation of her image from her first book in this field, PreRaphaelite Sisterhood (1985) to the volume reviewed here. Faxon deals in some detail
with Siddal's work as an artist, a welcome sign that she is increasingly regarded as a
woman in her own right, rather than as a creation of Rossetti. But Rossetti did create
a potent image of her, in drawings that have been seen as encapsulations of love ever
since 1855 when Ford Madox Brown described Rossetti "Drawing wonderful & lovely
'Guggums' one after the other each one a fresh charm each one stamped with
immortality." (Brown, Diaries, p.101) In view of their fame and potency in the twentieth
century, these images deserve exploration in their own right.
The tendency of modern literary theory is to diminish the importance of the author's
originality, emphasising the roles that milieu, genre and economic circumstances play
in the production of a text. These concepts are also increasingly applied to the analysis
of artistic production. Faxon's approach to her subject implies a more old-fashioned
belief in autonomous personal creativity. As she concludes, "By developing his own
means of expression and using his own deep sources of feeling and desire, Rossetti
created an art that spoke to his own times and still resonates today." (p.ll 7) This shapes
the way that Faxon deploys her material. Her Rossetti is an active hero. It is true that
he is 'influenced' by the art of the past (much fascinating comparative material is
illustrated from illuminated manuscripts) but his magnetic personality 'influences' his
fellow artists. The work of Burne-Jones and Sandys is discussed and illustrated in these
terms at the end of the book. In fact it is possible to argue that the four most formative
and'creative periods of his career occurred when he was working with other artists and
forging ideas jointly with them. The first is the period ofthe Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood.
The second lies in the mid-1850s when some of his finest watercolours emerged from
his stormy friendship with Ruskin. The third occurred in 1856 and 1857 when he
encountered William Morris's highly coloured and well informed view of the Middle
Ages and the nature of his medievalism was totally transformed, and the fourth took
place in the early 1860s when he was in almost daily contact with Sandys, Swinburne
and Whistler and they jointly created the British version of art for art's sake. By my
own criteria, my reservations about the approach used in this book are not a criticism
of the author, whose name, incidentally, is omitted from the front of the dust jacket.
The genre (a monograph, with its inbuilt tendency to heroise an individual) and
economic considerations (editorial dictates about suitable content for a luxury
publication) have probably played a large part in giving it its final form.
One of the underlying aims of Jan Marsh and Pam Nunn's book on women artists
of the Pre-Raphaelite movement is to provide accessible information about a number
of artists whose work has been ignored or neglected. The introductory section speaks
of 'reinstatement', and the core of the book is eighteen biographical and art historical
accounts accompanied by a representative selection of black-and-white and colour
illustrations, about four for each artist. Comprehensiveness has been balanced against
cost, and the book appears as a reasonably priced paperback in order to reach as wide
an audience as possible.
Marsh and Nunn's aim is not simply to add new names to a Pre-Raphaelite canon.
They have a much sharper sense than Faxon of the enabling and constraining roles
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that social and institutional forces play in the development of an individual artistic
career. Dividing their women into three generations (1848 - 1865,1865 - 1880 and
1880 - 1910), each section of the book is prefaced by an account of the changes in
art exhibitions and art education that affected both a female artist's opportunities
and her perceptions of what was possible. An introductory essay outlines the three
phases of Pre-Raphaelitism to which the artists' work relates. It is worth stressing
how confusing the public identity of the movement became in the middle period,
between the waning of the Ruskinian emphasis on realism around 1860, and the
emergence of a historical concept of Pre-Raphaelitism after 1880, with a series of
retrospective exhibitions and publications. The styles of the six artists discussed in
this section (Cathy and Lucy Madox Brown, Emma Sandys,]ulia Margaret Cameron,
Marie Spartali and Evelyn Pickering) probably owe more to their studies with
individual male artists than to any concept of a Pre-Raphaelite movement. Their
works were described as Pre-Raphaelite only rarely in this period and it is extremely
doubtful that they applied the label to themselves. The artists of the third phase
developed their styles, almost without exception, through the artifacts and
publications of the movement rather than through personal contact with artists,
indicating clearly that it had once again become an identifiable movement with a
definable public profile.
]an Marsh's book The Legend of Elizabeth Siddal is not a biography but a
historiographical study, that deals most directly with the issues that I outlined at the
beginning of this review, and exposes most clearly that the writing of history is not an
objective exploration of the past, but an exploration of the past in the service of the
interests of the present. With an ironic awareness that there are limits to the objectivity
that her own interpretations can claim, the writer brings her own presence and her own
interest deliberately to the story: the book opens and closes with her presence at Elizabeth
Siddal's grave in Highgate cemetery. And at the conclusion the exhumation, which is
the most notorious part of the legend she examines, becomes a metaphor for the
biographical enterprise in general: "From the contents of her coffin, so to speak, each
age remakes the image of Elizabeth Siddal to its own specification. And the image is
only ever a shadow or ghost of the actuality." (p. 215) The concepts which lie behind
Marsh's view of biography have been created over the last decade in debates in radical
academic journals and seminars. But these debates have usually been conducted in
dense theoretical language. It is Marsh's achievement to make modern historiographical
concepts accessible and even exciting.
She traces the mythologisation of Elizabeth Siddal from the first written accounts
about her life: the reports on the inquest on her death in 1862, and the deliberately
bland accounts of her marriage that appear in the biographies of Rossetti written
immediately after his death, designed to protect his reputation and to quell rumour.
The control of gossip was the motivation of the Rossetti family's selective release of
information about her throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The
most fascinating section of the book deals with Siddal's presentation in successive
twentieth-century biographies of Rossetti, in which she mirrors successive twentieth
century images of female weakness. In Waugh (1928) she becomes a frigid virgin in
the sex war, as she does in Violet Hunt's melodramatic account of her life in its own
right (1932). This is seen by Marsh as a "Lawrencian struggle for emotional dominance
between male and female." (p.l0l) Marsh effectively deploys both evidence of widely
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held cultural values and data drawn from the writers'biographies in analysing these
works. Doughty's biography of Rossetti (1949) reveals preoccupations with class and
female neurosis. By the late 1960s, myths of her frigidity were disgarded, her druginduced death was heroised, and a new emphasis was put on her 'discovery' by the PreRaphaelite artists, mirroring the pop culture's mythology of fashion models discovered
in boutiques or hairdressing salons. Feminist approaches of the 1980s have emphasised
two aspects of her life. The first analysed how her life was shaped and oppressed by
Victorian patriarchal values, the second emphasised the elements of productiveness and
autonomy in her career, expressed in analysis of her artistic and literary production.
Both the general explosion of research into Pre-Raphaelitism and the specific interest in
Elizabeth Siddal as a woman have brought new historical data to bear on these analyses,
but the essence of her mythologisation for the last century has been the relative absence
of factual information about her actions and motivations. The unknown becomes myth.
The continuing fascination which she has exerted depends as much on visual as
verbal factors. Her appearance in Rossetti's paintings and drawings has helped create
a glamour round her persona. As this is the case, Marsh has been singularly ill served
by her publisher in the matter of illustrations. Paintings and drawings have been
crudely cropped without acknowledgement of the fact, and captions are sometimes
misleading. Photographs after Siddal's designs in the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford
are confused with the works themselves and the anonymous wood engraving from
Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare appears without adequate caption or date. In view
of their discussion in the text, it might have been relevant to include later visual
representations, such as Beerbohm's cartoons or stills from the television
dramatisations of Rossetti's life.
Of the books that I have surveyed, I feel that the last has the greatest significance,
but is likely to have the smallest impact. On the whole we still prefer the past to be
presented to us in an easily assimilable chronological account, as if history writing
was a natural rather than an artificial activity. But it is only if we are fully aware of
the .interests with which any particular history represents the past that our
understanding of the past can become a vehicle for change in the present.
Hilary Morgan
Christine Poulson, William Morris.
London. £8.95.

A Quintet Book published by Apple Press,

In one hundred and twenty eight pages of text, almost everyone bearing good
illustrations, all in colour except where originals are black and white; with its prelims
set against bled-off backgrounds of wall-papers, first Iris, showing how fully Dearle
had absorbed Morris's practice; then Morris's own first-designed ever-fresh Trellis
- this is a most attractive and handsome book, a real bargain too. The type-face is
more condensed than Morris, at least after the Kelmscott Press was set up, would
have tolerated, and leaded too, which he disliked: to its double-column setting he
would not have objected at all- how many of his beloved early printed books were
thus laid out, following the mediaeval scribes!
Christine Poulson is the William Morris Society's Curator at Kelmscott House, and
this book is ample proof of how fortunate - and how wise - was her appointment.
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Though the book is oriented on Morris's work in the visual field, and we are not to
expect excerpts from The Defence ofGuenevere or The Earthly Paradise, or any literary
commentary, all other aspects of Morris's life and work are touched on with skill and
sureness, in a text whose always accessible language is cunningly interwoven with
illuminating references and quotations, making the clumsy apparatus of footnotes
needless. At the generous dimensions of 11 112" x 9" - 28.5cm x 22.3cms - we shall
not slip this book into any less than a poacher's pocket, to take as guide as we visit
Morris sites and shrines: but in all else it is a first rate introduction. Sources appear to
be all English, and the illustrations, assembling most of the familiar examples of his
immense range, do include a seasoning of less expected but not less useful. As good a
'Morris for beginners' as we shall see.
Ray Watkinson
Edmund and Ruth Frow, editors, The Politics of Hope. Pluto Press, London, 1989.
xx + 234 pages. £14.95.
Stephen Hill, The Tragedy of Technology. Pluto Press, London, 1988. 294 pages.
Of these two works from the Pluto Press - both printed on what looks like
recycled paper - The Politics of Hope is by far the livelier. It consists of a number
of Socialist pamphlets from the period 1880-1914 edited by the Frows, the founders
of the Working Class Movement Library in Salford, who provide. an Introduction
and useful annotations. Apart from Morris, the pamphleteers include Hyndman,
Besant, Webb, Shaw, Mann, Blatchford, Wells and Connolly - a wide range within
the overall Socialist spectrum.
The Morris items are 'How I became a Socialist' and 'Monopoly or, How Labour
is Robbed'. The latter was one of Morris's most successful lectures (Le Mire lists
twenty-two deliveries) and pamphlets (the Frows note at least nine editions). The
pamphlet reprinted is Number 7 of the Socialist Platform Series published from the
Commonweal office in 1890, and is not currently available; it is in the Collected
Works Vol. XXIII. 'How I Became a Socialist' is I think better known, being included
in Asa Briggs's selection. However, the pamphlet which the Frows reprint here is
not Morris's 1894 contribution to Justice; it is the 1896 pamphlet (though that is
not explained, nor the publisher named). This contains, in addition to the central
document, an Introduction by Hyndman written immediately after Morris's funeral,
and Morris's contributions to Justice for May Day in 1895 and 1896, the latter
ending with Morris's enthusiasm for the day when the 'hands' will become men
and assert "We will produce no more for profit but for use, for happiness, for life".
Hyndman's Introduction is generous and appreciative of Morris's contribution to
Socialism, and recalls with zest the early days of the SDF with Morris "Writing,
speaking in and out of doors, conferring, full of zeal and brimming over with good
humour and suggestion." It is good to have this pamphlet available again, and to
see the results of the Frows' hard work in print.
By contrast, the sociological jargon of The Tragedy of Technology has defeated
two of our reviewers. It is a pity that such an important subject should be discussed
in so offputting a way.
Peter Faulkner
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David Ottewill, The Edwardian Garden. Yale University Press, New Haven and
London, 1989. £24.95.
The influence of Morris upon design, especially the Arts and Crafts, and upon
early town planners such as Ebenezer Howard, is well-known. Less obvious (to
one of us, at any rate) is the impact of his ideas on designers of another part of the
cultural environment, the garden. Yet here is a book that treats, in part, this very
subject, and it is clearly a labour of love - ten years in the writing, and no wonder,
as it is lavishly, beautifully, and extensively (if at times idiosyncratically) illustrated.
The book traces the development of garden design from initial reaction against
Victorian formality, through William Robinson's wild garden, the Scottish
'pleasaunce', the naturalistic garden, the Jekyll garden, the Arts-and-Crafts garden,
to the Italian School - the last something of a Classical backlash. The beginning,
which deals with the apparently famous argument between William Robinson, the
'natural' gardener, and Reginald Bloomfield, one of the earliest of landscape
architects, who favoured formality, is difficult to follow for the lay person, who
may find it hard to care about two people whom the author himself describes
respectively as "truculent and opinionated" and" belligerent and cantankerous".
Fortunately for the book, these differences were resolved by more attractive figures
such as J. D. Sedding, a one-time pupil of Street, who were influenced by
Romanticism and the Gothic revival, by Morris, and especially by Ruskin, and who
reached a position of synthesis between a desire for spontaneity, and the requirement
for the garden to be, as Morris himself put it, an extension of the house.
Morris's influence enters here, with his advocacy of "old-fashioned" flowers, as
in for example The Story of the Unknown Church (1856), and in his feeling that
the garden should "look both orderly and rich. It should be well-fenced from the
outside world. It should by no means imitate either the wilfulness or the wilderness
of nat~re, but should look like a thing never seen except near a house" ('Making
the best of it', in Hopes and Fears for Art, 1882.). Partly out of these ideas grew
the Edwardian school of garden design, very close to the Arts and Crafts in its
advocacy of traditionai materials (native plants), vernacular styles (based on
'traditional' cottage gardens), and Romanticism, for a nature that is not really wild,
but well-tended, and arranged on a human scale.
In all this, Morris's impact was not direct but subtle, in that he was a
contemporary of, or an influence on, many of the principal characters in the book:
W. R. Lethaby, R. S. Lorimer, Gertrude Jekyll, Lutyens, Webb, Voysey, Detmar
Blow, Lady Ottoline Morrell, and Norah Lindsey. According to Mackail, Morris
was not much of a practical gardener - when would he have had time? - but he
had an extensive knowledge of plants and of gardening. In his designs, the house
not only reached out into the garden, the garden also came into the house (see M.
Batey, Oxford Gardens, Avebury, 1982).
One of the most interesting parts of the book deals with the relationship between
Edwin Lutyens and Gertrude Jekyll, and with Miss Jekyll's methods, which have
been so influential in garden and landscape design throughout the twentieth century.
Most of the gardens described are illustrated by original drawings and planting
schemes, which is fascinating and informative, both for the professional and the lay
person, especially as many of them may now be visited by the general public.
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The information contained in the book is rather densely packed, and the thread
of the argument is sometimes difficult to follow, especially, as indicated, in the earlier
sections. From a landscape point of view, however, it will be an excellent basis for
future research, especially in terms of the numerous plans of gardens, which
constitute a valuable resource. In this respect, The Edwardian Garden is possibly
unique, and was therefore a very important book to produce.
Like many features of Edwardian life, the Edwardian Garden came to an end with
the First World War and the end of the 'big house'. Herein lies one of two great
paradoxes highlighted by the book, namely that for all their ideas about informality,
and 'nature as art', most of the characters in it spent their professional lives, in
Morris's phrase, "ministering to the swinish luxury of the rich". They brought the
wild flowers of the English landscape and the design of the English cottage-garden
into the grounds of the great house, where the impoverished inhabitants of the cottages
made famous by the nostalgic and idyllic paintings of Helen Allingham were rarely, if
ever, allowed to set foot.
The second paradox is that for all Robinson's ideas about wild nature, a garden is
a very un-natural landscape, and the product of the gardener, not nature. Here we
may be guilty of judgement with hindsight, as the principles of what is now called
ecology were only just emerging. In comparison with those inspired by Classicism,
however, the Romantics' gardens were wild, and designed to become more so further
from the house, so that they blended softly with the broader landscape.
In this they made a gallant attempt to recreate the 'true' garden of the English
landscape, so beautifully described by Morris in News from Nowhere. But of course
what Morris realised, and what most of these designers seem either not to have
recognised, or chosen to ignore, is that there is a strong relationship between landscape
and economics. Our present landscapes and gardens are the product of a society based
on surplus value. A truly green landscape will be an entirely different place.
Mhairi Hay
Paddy O'Sullivan
Martin Greenwood, The Designs of William De Morgan. A catalogue published by
Richard Dennis. 1989. £30.00
In the early summer of 1989 the Victoria and Albert Museum mounted an exhibition
of ceramics by William De Morgan with a selection of his designs from the V & Ns
own collection. This exhibition coincided with the publication by Richard Dennis of
a catalogue of the V & Ns drawings, with a text by Martin Greenwood.
De Morgan's widow, Evelyn, died in 1919, two years after William, and she
bequeathed to the V & A 1248 sheets of his drawings and designs for tiles, pots and
dishes which have been available in the Department of Prints and Drawings but not
seen by many except dedicated researchers. A large number of these drawings were
included in the exhibition and were displayed (conservation lighting permitting)
adjacent to the relevant tile or pot or dish. Also included in the book are forty sheets
of designs for tiles and tile panels by Halsey Ricardo (architect, and De Morgan's partner
1888-1897). During the ten years of the partnership, De Morgan was active in
producing designs for a succession of P & 0 liners. De Morgan was spending the winter
months in Florence for his health during these years so his designs had to be sent to London
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for Ricardo to convert into architectural drawings for use by the P & 0 contractors.
These drawings give some idea of the settings for the tile panels; there are some
contemporary photos of some of the ships' interiors in the National Maritime Museum.
The drawings cover the full span of De Morgan's career as a potter but it is very
difficult to give dates to almost all of the designs. During the Chelsea period (18721881) his designs showed very clear evidence of his friendship with Morris; he had
done tile designs for Morris between 1863 and 1872, and after he set up his own
pottery he still occasionally produced tiles to Morris designs, while Morris is known
to have done at least three designs specially for De Morgan. Several of Morris's designs
are included in the De Morgan stock lists, and it must be assumed that these were De
Morgan productions of Morris designs. The problems of the design and production
of Morris's tiles will be covered in Richard Myers' forthcoming book on Morris Tiles.
The drawings range from very sketchy pencil ideas for tiles to fully coloured finished
drawings. Some pencil sketches are clearly first thoughts that were never developed
into a design, others look very unpromising ideas but nevertheless turn up in the
saleroom having been modified when executed. Many drawings have been 'pounced';
that is to say, the outline of the design has been pricked with a pin so that the design
can be transferred direct to a tile surface or to another sheet by allowing charcoal dust
to fall through the holes in the normal Delft method. This method is not applicable
to the curved surface of a pot.
Many of the designs are finished watercolour drawings which served several purposes:
firstly, they were "office copies" that would have been kept in the pottery or the Great
Marlborough Street showroom for clients to see when a particular design was not in
stock; secondly, they were the master copies that the painters worked from. De Morgan
had an ingenious method of reproducing his designs onto tiles. His painters traced the
outline of a design onto a sheet of thin paper and then filled in the design with glaze
colours using the master drawing as a colour guide. The thin paper was placed fa~e down
on the tile, then covered with a clear glaze and fired. The paper burnt away in the kiln.
The book illustrates forty seven tracings that would have been used in this process.
All the V & A drawings are reproduced in black and white, with many in colour
and printed next to dishes or tiles painted from that design. This is an essential book
for a De Morgan collector or dealer, but it must be borne in mind that not all the
designs were actually manufactured and there are plenty of items to be seen in the
salerooms for which no designs have survived. Martin Greenwood's text is accurate
but there are many designs that show the influences of Morris, Isnik ware, mediaeval
herbals and bestiaries, and it would have been useful to have these sources noted in
the captions.
Considering the number of illustrations the price is reasonable by to-day's standards;
the colour is sometimes disappointingly pale. There is now a need for a book that
illustrates the executed designs for which there are no known drawings.
Jon Catleugh
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Martin Harrison and Bill Waters, Burne-Jones. New Edition. Barrie and ]enkins,
1989. £30.00 hardback, £14.95 paperback.
Students of the period have been familiar with this well-illustrated study of BurneJones's career and oeuvre, since it was first published in 1973. Now it has been updated, with revisions to the illustrations, appendices and bibliography in the light of
more recent work. It is now available for the first time in paperback. The new edition
is warmly to be welcomed.
Peter Faulkner
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